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BUYING Accessories

FIREPAL FP-50 FIRE EXTINGUISHER
Some motorhomers don’t bother with a fire extinguisher as 
they say they’re too large and cumbersome. The FirePal 
FP-50 (£39.99) is neither and, better still, it is non-toxic, 
human-safe, works on three types of fire from electrical to 
chip pan, and is a fraction of the size of a traditional 
extinguisher. It even comes with its own mounting bracket 
for the wall. Operation is as simple as pulling the safety ring 
out then pressing the fire button and spraying away. The 
compact size makes it easy to use – essential when facing a 
potentially life-threatening blaze. After the event, it leaves no 
residue, making the clean-up operation easier. The FP-50 
comes with a five-year guarantee.

Contact:  firepal.co.uk 

SAFETY

RELICS OF WAR
Northumberland is one of the least-explored areas of England, thanks 
to its out of the way location, but the area is full of interesting places 
and relics. Local author, Ian Hall, explores some of the lesser-known 
attractions in a series of A5 books, starting with Relics of War (£4.50 
inc P&P). This is a guide to the remains of twentieth century military 
fortifications and bases from both world wars that are scattered about 
the county. This 42-page booklet has colour 
illustrations and a map showing 
the principle WWII defence 
system. If that’s not to your fancy, 
then Ian also has the Highways and 
Byways of Northumberland. This is 
the same size and length, though in 
mono, as it follows the Great North 
Road up from Newcastle. Both books 
and more are available directly from 
Wanney Books website.

Contact:  wildsofwanney.co.uk 
☎  01665 604717

BOOKS

VANGO SHERPA BOOTS ✭✭✭✭✭
þ Lightweight þ  Waterproof þ Stylish þ Good grip ý Little impact protection ý Quite stiff

RALEIGH MUSTANG ELITE ✭✭✭✭✭
þ Fast and sporty þOff and on road þ Good value þ High-tech
ý Head-down riding ý Parts pricey to replace ý No rack or mudguards   

Gravel bikes are all the rage at the minute and I have been riding one of Raleigh’s mid-range 
offerings, the wonderfully light (10.5kg) Mustang Elite (RRP £1,000). A gravel bike allows you 
to ride sportily and fast but also to cover moderate off-road tracks such as towpaths and 
forest tracks and roads.

The Mustang Elite sits in the middle of Raleigh’s large 2016 range of gravel bikes. A single 
chainwheel drives an 11-speed rear sprocket with a gear range of 386% and a lowest gear of 
around 29 gear inches. That’s a huge range off a single chainwheel, great for going fast and 
steep hill climbing whilst keeping the weight down and keeping the gears easy to use. 
Impressively, it’s all operated by single gear change lever. 

The pimply, 40mm wide tyres have a very off-road look but the bike streaked away on 
tarmac, helped by the head-down position you adopt. On local tracks, the 
transition to a much more head-down approach took some getting used to. 
The semi-hydraulic disc brakes were excellent, with nice gradual control in 
the early stages of braking, giving way to quick and solid stopping power as 
you squeeze harder on the levers.  

It’s good value for what you get so the Mustang Elite is worth a 
look for sporty riders wanting to extend their road biking horizons.

Contact:  raleigh.co.uk

You review

 ACCESSORY OF THE MONTH

Richard Pearce

In days of yore, hiking boots were like having lead weight diving boots on the ends of your feet. 
Fine for crushing through vegetation, not so good eight hours later when your feet were about 
to fall off. Hence the modern trend for lighter materials, as seen in the Vango Sherpa Boots 
(£80), which look like trainers on steroids but actually have a ProTex waterproof membrane to 
keep your feet dry no matter what the weather. The actual boots are very stiff and unbending 
initially, but the lace area and tongue allow quite a bit of free movement. The heel and ankle get 
plenty of support and, while they are not particularly broad, those with wide feet will find them 
slightly tight for the first wearing, but perfectly comfortable subsequently. Being lightweight and yet 
having a ProGrip rubber outsole for grip, they manage to combine being easy on the foot with solid 
performance on the trail. They also look quite sporty and can be worn around town as well. 

Contact:  vango.co.uk
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